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FOROORD 

On July 6th, 1977, a meeting was held by the Institute of 

Mathematics and its Applications at the Royal Society in London to 

commemorate the election of Dr. J. H. Wilkinson to an Honorary Fellowship 

of the Institute. I agreed to invite the speakers, and I began by 

consulting Jim Wilkinson. We soon thought of about ten eminent people 

who would be very suitable. I tried to shorten the list by restricting 

it to those people whose research is not strongly dependent on ,'T:Lm' s 

contribution to numerical analysis, but the length of the list remained 

the same! Other considerations led immediately to Leslie Fox and almost 

as directly to Mike Osborne, Charles Clenshaw a.nd Gene Golt'.b. l'nfortu

nately Gene was unable to be present due to lecturing commitments at 

Stanford. 

The given papers are all printed in th13 volume. Lesli~ Fox 

describes many of Jim Wilkinson's ach.ievements that have not been 

published before and he exposes the accuracy of some ill-conditioned 

least squares calculations. Mike Osborne unifies the convergence pro

perties of a main class of iterative methods for calculating eigenvalues. 

Charles Clenshaw develops an idea, due to Frank Olver, for treating 

the accumulation of errors in floating point arithmetic. Jim Wilkinson 

shows the relevance in practice of the equivalence of repeated matrix 

eigenvalues, the ill-conditioning of the matrix eigenvector calculation, 

and the orthogonality of left and right hand eigenvectors that have a 

common eic1envalue •. 
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I woulJ like to take this opportunity to thank again the 

speakers for thei r excellent talks, and for the care they have given 

to the written versions of the:tr papers. I believe that each one 

makes an important contribution to matrix calculation8. I wish to 

thank the IMA for the creation and organisation of the meeting, and 

for the publication of the proceedings. I am sure that all those 

who were present are most grateful to the Royal Society for their 

excellent hospitality. Finally, on behalf of all numerical analysts, 

let me thank Jim Wilkinson for the changes that have come to our 

subject from . his work. 
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ALL ABOUT .:IM WILKINSON, WITH A COMMEMOR~TIVE 

SNIPPET ON BACKWARD ERROR ANALYSIS 

by 

L. Fox 

We are here today to do ho:1our to Jim Wilkinson, to offer him 

our congratulations on his great achievements and awards. Since 

this meeting is being organised by the IMA, we are in particular 

celebrating with him his recent election to Hono:cary Fellm,shir:, 

of this Institute, in which capacity he now joins what one might 

call a round dozen of previous eminent and famous honorees. 

I was glad to be asked to glve this introductory talk, since 

in our early carenrs he and I were close colleaques for 12 yenrs 

at the National Physical Laboratory, and for more than 30 years we 

have been good friends and, together with our wives and other friends, 

have shared a steady stream of social occasions. There m•.1st be 

few numerical analysis visitors :::rom other countries, for example, 

who have not been entertained by us at the famous Home Sweet Home 

restaurant. Those who haven't ask, as soon as they arrive, when 

this event will taKe place for them. 

Now it is obviously both necessary and pleasurable to give a 

list of the main highlights of Jim's scientific career, but I shan't 

linger very long ov~r them because you will either knuw about them 

yourselves or be able to read about them, and particularly be~ause 

I want to tell you things about him that I've found out in the last 

35 years and which you wouldn't be able to discover any other way. 

First then, for the historical record. 
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1935 

1937 

1938 

1939 

1940-46 

1946-57 

1957-

1954 

1962 

1974 

1962 

1969 

1970 

1973 

1974 

1977 

Major Scholarship at Trinity College, Cambridge. 

Most outstanding freshman in any subject. 

Math. Tripos Part II. Class I. 

Part III. Distinction. Most outstanding 3rd year man in 

any subject. 

War-time work for Ministry of Supply at various places. 

NPL. Worked with Turing and others on hardware and early 

software for Pilot ACE and ACE machines, among earliest 

computers of modern type. 

Exploitation of numerical analysis for important practical 

problems in government and industry, and basic research 

on new techniques, error analysis, etc., especially in 

numerical linear algebra. 

SPSO (Special Merit). 

DCSO. 

CSO (very rare distinction). 

Cambridge D.Sc. 

FRS. 

Visited USSR under Leading Scientist clause of exchange 

agreement between Ac. of Sci. USSR and R.S. 

Turing Award ACM. 

Von Neumann Award SIAM. 

Distinguished Fellow of BCS. 

Foreign Honorary Member of Amer. Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

Listed Engineer of Distinction by Engineers Joint Council 

of USA. 

Honorary Fellow of IMA. 

Awarded Honorary Degrees at, I think, 2 universities. Published 

some 70 papers, 3 complete books and 8 contributions to other books, 

all of gre~t importance and distinction. 
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If your imagination is anything like mine it lo~g ago started 

to boggle at this glittering array of performance, distinction and 

honour. 

But now let me tell you something about Jim Wilkinson a2 a person, 

something c.bout his spare-time activities which, despite his huge 

output of papers and books, he still did and does find time to perform. 

At certain sports he was proficient. In t~e inter-divisional 

competitions at NPL, for example, he rarely lost at table tennis, 

and in the tennis world he and I once won the NPL mens doubles knock

out. He tried at cricket, but to my astonishment c1lways wore his 

Trinity College blazer both on and off the field. I deduced that 

this gave him the distinction which was not too apparent in his 

performance. History-wise his knowledge of Test cricket (and in his 

view only England-Australian contests count as Tests} is infe rior 

only to . that of the late G. H. Hardy. 

At music he doesn't play anything, but has an almost encyclopaedic 

knowledge of classical music. I have a fair number of classical 

records, and one evening I played bits of many records, starting in 

most random places and asked him for identification: He never put a 

foot wrong, getting immaculately correct the .composer, O?US number, 

movement and key. H.~ and his wife Heat.her were staying with us tha<: 

night, and in the middle of the night I heard such raucous male laughter 

from the next bedroom that I thought some memorable orgy was taking 

place, but next morning Heather calmly apclogised for Jim's noise, 

explaining that he was laughing his head off at my discomfiture at 

his success with the gramophone records. 

Still on music, Jim sings. His favourites are the old-time 
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ballads of the Mother McK.ree, My Bonny Lies Over the Ocean, t~1pe. 

He usually sing s quite loudly and with tremendous 0usto, and after 

a dinn'2? r party at his house the chance of a boisterous and quite 

l engthy choir practice is very high. But occasionally, in the 

right company, he can harmonize with something almost approaching 

t enderness . I w0ll remember, when we shared a room a.t one of the 

famous Gatlinburg meetings, how he and I, after non-trivial late 

evening drin~ing sessions, would lie on our beds singing Christmas 

carols. One night Dick Varga came in at about 2 am, and we had a 

threesome. Next. r:iorning at breakfast Fritz Ilauer, with a room 

dinqonally opposite in the same passage, told me that lie very rarely 

had dreams, but last night he thought he heard three heavenly voices 

raised in beautiful and quite close harmony. Quite right Fritz, I 

told him, Fox, Varga and Wilkinso:1, in alphabetical order. 

Talking about drinking, this is another of Jim's favourite 

hobbies . Not only doe;s he know a tremendous amount about wine, but 

he also c onsLLmes a tremendous amount of it, and his house is cra~nmed 

with bottles of it. He enjoys it with a very good dinner, or neater, 

so to speak, in very good company, or preferably both in quick 

succession. And although I don't like ~o admit this, being myself 

some·.-,hat competitive iri nature, I've never seen him significantly 

~ffected b y it. By general consent he is the most polished drinker 

in the m1merical world. At the Gatlinburg meetings he always came 

to bed somewhat later than me, bu1: in good morning time he would be 

boiling o. kettle and tearing up the paper containers of instant coffee, 

milk and sugar for both of us. Whether or not he is especially 

stimulated by scientific cum social meetings of this kind I don't 

really know, but on these occasj_ons he has infinite stamina. 

Holiday wise, the family has a big Volkswagen-type bus, and where 
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would they go except to France, to learn more about t.he wine, bo t h 

j_n internal and exte rnal senses, in well-selected Frer.cn villages. 

But once they get to some place open comes the bus and out c;ome t wo 

bicycles. I well remember at the Nice ICM meeting how the 

Wilkinsons lived a mile or two outside the city, bur- every morning 

Jim and Heather could be observe d cyc}. i n<J s teadily and proudly down 

the promenade at Nice. The Fren ch, of course, love cycling and 

cyc;lists, and afte r a few d ay s about half the populat i o n o f Ni c e 

seemed to be assembling each morning to watch this bizarre English 

spectacle. They probably thought the y were training for the 'four 

de France race. 

And now Jim will be_ changing his life-style a little bit by 

spending some time, for a number of year s, t eaching in t h e Uni7ersity 

of Stanford. •rhey wrote to me! for a referenc e , saying that t h e y 

knew all about his rese arch but wondere d about h.is t e a c h i n g a bil i 1:y. 

I wrote at some length, concluding by s aying that whatEwer Jim 

decided to do he would do ·,e ry well. And then I tl.ought that I shou l d 

add a bit more which might preve nt h i m being a ccP.pt ed , since a s a 

loyal Englishman and numerical analyst I am not too k e en o n our b e s t: 

man leaving us, even if only for a f ew months a. year. So I wrote 

a:1ot her paragraph, saying that a mo ng hi :;; many accompl i shments I c o u l d 

g i.~ar antee that he would write o n t he board thi:1g s qu i t e dif f eren t 

from what he said he was writing, c;:uite regula::ly d r i nk all his ma l e 

students under the table and seduce all the f emal e students. I h ~ld 

my breath for the reply. r.11en this came it s;,.id "Thank you v e Y:y much 

for your very thoughtful letter, which will b e of gre at help in cu r 

decision-making process." As you've gu~ssed, they welcomed him ·11ith 

open arms. 
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So that's my story, and every word of it is gospel truth, 

except just the last bit on what I said to Stanford. Summarizing 

it, there are some eminent mathematicians who really aren't interested 

in much else, whom you would hesitate about taking out for an evening 

drink, who, not to make any more l.>ones about it, are rather dull. 

Jim, on the contrary, is always incredibly good company. 

And now, though I haven't left myself much time, I go on to 

talk about my backward error analysis snippet, to give those of you 

who don't know the nature of Jim's work a brief glimpse, on a very 

small problem, of how I think he goes about solving his big problems. I""" 

ON THE ILL-CONDITIONING OF -

LEAST-SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FITI'ING 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When values Yi= y(xi) of a function y(x) are known at specified 

arguments xi, i = 1,2, .•. , N, then the approximation of y(x) by a 

polynomial of degree k is commonly required in the least squares sense, 

that is such that 

s 

is a minimum with respect to the coefficients ar, r 

polynomial approximation 

y(x) ~ 
k 
I: 

r=O 

r 
a X 

r 

6 

(1) 

0,1, ••. , k, of the 

(2) 
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These coefficients are the k+l components of the vector a, 

which is obtained from the nonnal equations 

T 
X y, 

... , /,, 
J. 

( 3) 

where Xis the (N, k+l) matrix with ith row (1, 

and y is the vector with components y, y, The residuals 
1 2 

are the components of the vector 

r = Xa - y, 
( 4 ) . 

and s 
T 

r r. (5) 

In the classic paper of Forsythe (1957), which recorded "strange 

grumblings of discontent in the computing laboratory whe~ k~7 or 8," 

Forsythe located the difficulty in the fact that the inverse of the 

matrix XTX has some very large elements fork of this sort of size. 

In fact if the xi are at equal intervals in (0, ll this matrix bears 

a close resemblance, increasing as N increases, to a multiple o f t h e 

leading segment of appropriate order of the P.ilbert matrix 

H (6) 

Then ask increases the solution of the normal equations becomes an 

increasingly ill-conditioned problem. Small rounding errors stern··ming 

from the construction of the normal equations, and additional such 

errors induced in the process of solving these equations ma y with 
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increasing k give com;;n1ted polynor.1ial coefficients a which are 
r 

alan1ingly different from the ar which would be produced by exact 

aritha>=tic at all stages. 

But this fact h :1.rdly matters if the resulting sums of squares 

S is not all that different from the trUf! S. Ir. other. words, whereas 

the deterr.1ination of the a~ is certainly an ill-~onditioned proulem 

for this sort of k, t'1~ corresponding determination cf sums of squares 

might _be .reascm,bJ.y well-conditioned in virtue of a significant corr

elation between the various errors in the computed polynomial coefficients. 

This phenomenon is well known for the determination of the number 

p 
T Cy, (7) 

where c is a give!'l vector and the vector y is the solution of linear 

equations 

Ay b, (0) 

witb A-
1 

having large elements caused by one or more very small eigen

values of A. 'T.'he vectcr y is then very sensitive to small. uncertainties 

in A <'l nj b and to rounding errors induced in the solving process, but the 

nurnbE!r p can be relatively well-cGndi tioned when, for example, both 

vectors b and c are nearly orthogonal to the left eigenvect:ors of A 

corresponding to the small eigenvalues. Here, of course, we assume t:rnt 

the t::olving process is numerically stable! and in this connection it is 

;i.lno kr,own that if the computed solution y of (8) .is small, then whatever 

the error in y the corresponding residual vector 

r Ay b (9) 
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will also have small components . 

Somewhat similar results may be kno~n for tlle least-squares 

problem, and indeed Forsythe and others have made some references 

to them, but I have seen no relevant numerical results or explanations. 

2. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

To check the degree of ill-conditioning of s, at least in a 

particular case, we experimented with the data 

-1 
i x. 

1 
0.1 (i-1), i 1, 2, ... , 11, 

and deliberately took no extreme precautions ,..,i th the computation . 

(10)' 

We formed the normal equations by applying fl
2
-type arithmetic to the 

data computed and stored in single -length registers, we obtained the 

solutions by Gauss elimination in single-length and without inter

changes (known to be reasonably stable since the matrix XTX is symmetric 

and positive definite), and we finally obtained the r esiduals ( 4) and 

sums of squares (5) with fl
2 

arithmetLc. (This sort of arithmetic 
k 

computes r~l ar Br from single-length ar and Br by forming double-

length products and double-length sums and finally rounding to single

length). 

In Table I we present the results of the computations for 

k = 5,6, ... , 10 in suitable summary. Column (a) gives the infinity 

norm (maximum absolute value)
0

of the computed polynomial coeffi ci en ts 

ar, column (b) the corresponding norm of the error of t21ese results, 

column (c) the norm of the residual vector computed fro :n (4), column (d) 

the norm of the error in these results, column (e) the c omputed value 

9 
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of the sums of squares and column (f) the error in this quantity. 

In all cases we give only enough figures to illustrate our main points. 

TABLE I 

llci UQO ll <-t- i lloo !tr ll '- (C'~ s e-
.. it'-\ .J €..nt,., 

k (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

5 46 5.lxlO 
-4 

l.SxlO 
-2 

5.5xl0 
-7 

l.lxlO 
-3 3xlo-12 

6 127 2.5xl0 
-2 

7.7xl0 
-3 

4.7xl0 
-6 

l.6xlo 
-4 7 .2xl 0-ll 

7 323 0.87 2.3xl0 -3 
2.3xl0 

-5 
l.SxlO 

-5 
2.oxlo 

-9 

8 942 155 9.3xl0 
-4 

5.2xl0 
-4 

2.5xl0 
-6 

l.2xl0 
-6 

9 333 2.lxlo
3 

l.2xl0 
-3 

l.2xl0 
-3 

3.3xlo 
-6 

3.3xlo -6 

10 436 5.5xlo
3 

l.lxlO 
-3 

l.lxlO 
-3 

3.3xlO 
-6 

3.3xl0 
-6 

3. BACKWARD ERROR ANALYSIS 

Before we can comment in detail on these results it is necessary 

to discover the main factors which contribute to the error in the 

computed S, and this we can do nicely with the technique of backward 

error analysis. 

With exact computation equations (4) and (5) give 

s TT T 
a X Xa - y Xa 

.J 
-=-0 

YT (y - Xa) 

on making use of (3), and indeed 

s T 
- y r 

TT T 
a X y + y y, 

10 
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with further use of (4). With inexact computation the normal matrix 

· is replaced by XTX + E1 and the right of (3) by XTy + e, where the 

elements of the "perturbations" E 1 and e amount at most to a small 

multiple of 2-t times the corresponding elements of XTX and XTy, 

where tis the single word length of our machine and we have used 

£1
2 

arithmetic on da ta stored in single -length registers. It is also 

we ll known tha t our me thod of solution p r oduces the vector a which 

satisfies exactly the equation 

(1.4) 

where the elements of E2 are at worst little greater than those of E1. 

We can therefore write (14) in the form 

(15) 

where the norms of E and e are little greater than 2-t times the norms 

of XTX and XTy, respectively. 

The computed Sis given by (11) with a replaced by a and with 

neglect of the error of the result of the fl
2 

computation which can 

affect only the last digit or so of s. Then we eas~ly find 

s 

and 

s T - a) 
-T 

Ea) s - y X(a - - a (e -

T T -
ax X(a - a) 

-T 
- a (e - Ea) 

(16) 

(17) 

If . 
·¥.T (X "i;-v,) V'\ r,", 11 (\~) ~) e- E~ :::. 

~ 
'(\(/'I,.,..,,,. 

~'(.,NI• 



with the use of (3). FUrther use of (3) and (15) then gives the required 

result 

s - s -T T -(a - a ) (Ea - e), (18) 

and hence 

Is - s1~11a - aHIIEllllall + Uelll. (19) 

'l'he term in II ell is obviou·sly relatively negligible .:::ompared with ti Eil II all, 

and we therefore find t.o a good approximation the result 

(20) 

The null'.ber IIEil can vary at worst only slowly as k increases even ' 

with our unrefined solving pro:::ess, and the choice ll,EII = 2-t cannot be a 

gross overestimate. Indeed the results of Table I ccnfirm the analysis 

and this suggestion. With an equality sign in (20) the respective 
-10 -11 

compute d values of IIEII for k = 5,6, •.• , 10 are l.3xl0 , 2.0xlO ~ 

0.7xlo-11 , 0.82xlo-11 , 0.47xlo-11 , 0.14xlo-11 , and on the ICL 1906A 

mcichi ne t-37. (The errors in S for k = 5 and to a smaller extent for k 6 

are so" small that the errors in the fl
2 

evaluation of S are not quite 

r.eg l lgible, and the est.ima ted figures for II Ell may be larger than their 

true values . ) 

4. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The results of Table I show that we can get very good results for 

values of l: up to 7, and k=S still gives a significant decrease in the 

sums of squares. Even for k=9 and 10, for which the exact S values are 

-

quite a ~it smaller than the computed S, the latter still show improvements -
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over the computed results fer k=7 and are little inferior to the 

computed results for k=8. 

The re s ults for k=9 and k=lO are really quite remarkable in 

d emonstrating the good conditioning of S compared with that of the 

computed coefficients . Table II shows for these cases the rounded 

computed polynomial coefficients (cc) and the corresponding true 

coefficients, and in both cases there is no sort of agreement beyond 

about a2. Nevertheless the computed S, though quite a bit larger 

than the true S (which for k=lO is of course zero) are by no means 

catastrophically inaccurate. Moreover the two cases , with completely 

different coefficients beyond as, give essentially the same S. 

TABLE II 

k = 9 k = 10 

(cc) (tc) (cc) (tc) 

ao 1.000 1.000 l.000 1.000 

a1 -8.43 -8.96 -8.46 - 9 .13 

a2 48.0 59.1 48.7 65.3 

a~ -167 -267 -174 -334 

a'+ 333 804 368 1190 

as -328 -1600 -436 - 2923 

a6 12.9 2070 239 4912 

a, 296 -1670 -21 -5531 

a a -262 76 2 21 3981 

a9 74 -150 -70 -1.652 

a1 o 32 300 

s 3.3xl0 
-6 s = 3.3xlO 

-6 
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It is now interesting to investigate just why the results for 

k ~ 8 are by no means catastrophic, and for this purpose we examine 

the three factors in the expression (20) for the error in the computed 

s. By suitable computing methods we can always keep IIEII quite small, 

and we are then concerned with the sizes of II all and II a-all and their 

product. For these values of k we are teetering on the brink of 

singularity, and we sugge3t. that our best hope is to have a reasonably 

small II aU, whether or not II all itself is large. 

Table I shows that we did indeed achieve this in our particular 

example, les s so fork= 8 but quite remarkably fork= 9 and 10. The 

case k = 8 is rather interesting, in a way revealed by a somewhat 

accidental calculation in which we computed the coefficients and right

hand side s of the normal equations with double-length accuracy 

throughout and finally rounded to single length. We then solved these 

equati ons with double-length accuracy, with the result that the 

perturbation E in (iS) is virtually zero. We obtained for S the rather 

surprising number 

s·-o .08, (21) 

and this is explained by the fact that the computed a has norm 

!I all -o.4 :< 10 5
, (22) 

very muc!-1 larger than llall, so that two of the factors in our expression 

for Is - sl are now very large. 

So the answers here are substantially poorer than those of Table I, 

even though we used significantly more accurate arithmetic. Not for 
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the first time in numerical processes, in fact, it pays us here to 

use rather inaccurate arithmetic,in this case to produce quite a 

substantial perturbation E in (15). This is deliberately de signe d to 

keep XTX +Eat least a little way from true singularity, tha t is, for 

example, to prevent its smallest eigenvalue getting too sma ll. 

In this example the true polynomial coefficients get larger ask 

increases, but another expectation stemming from the formula for ls - sl 
is that our computed results should b e q u ite a bit better if both the 

computed a turn out to be s mall and t he true coefficie nts~ are als0 

small. To t e st t hi s we _appl ied the same sort of a rithme tic a s that 

used in the production of Ta b l e I to the values of t h e function e x at the 

same equidistant points in [o, l]. Here the exact coe fficients a r e not 

unlike those of the exponential Taylor's series, a nd the computed coe ff

icients did in fact s t ay quite small. Some results are shown i~ Tabl e III. 

TABLE III 

k II all s 
5 1 0.7xl0-ll 

6 1 0.4xl0-ll 

7 1 O. 2xl0-ll 

8 1.6 O.lxlO 
-9 

9 3.6 O.lxlO 
-10 

10 5.0 0.8xl 0-ll 

Our two examples are perhaps a bit spe cial, since in both cases the 

data yr represent smooth functions without significant kinks in these 

discrete values. Quite large kinks obviously represent a more practical 

situation, and as a test we used the exponential data perturbed by 
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± 0.005 wj.th alternating signs through the 11 data points. Table IV 

shows some of the results of this computation. 

TABLE IV 

k Dall llall s s 

5 l 1 O. 24xl0 
-3 

O. 24xl0 
-3 

6 0.18xl0 
2 

0.18xlo
2 

O. 20xl0 
-3 

0.20xl0 
-3 

7 0.18xl0
2 

0.18xlo
2 

o.2oxlo 
-3 

0.2oxl0 
-3 

8 0.14xlo
4 

O.llxlo
4 

O.lSxlO 
-3 

0.14xl0 
-3 

o.54xlo
3 

O.llxlo
4 --1 -3 

9 0.14xl0 - 0.14xl0 

10 O. 35xlo
3 

0.18xl0
6 ·o.14xlo -3 

0 

Here the results are extremely reliable up to k = 9, and even 

k = 10 does not give any really serious error. In this example, of course 

the true S, at least for k~9, is so large that we can still get accurate 

resul t.s even though both II all and II a - all are qui tE: large. 

5. HOW FAR CAN WE GO? 

Our examples are still very special in thc1.t the degree of the 

fitted polynor.:iial is not significantly smaller than the number of data 

poinLs. As a final test, and to see ,how large a degree will still give 

at least r espectable results in a realistic example similar to that 

Hayes (1970) we took 51 values of e 
X 

' at X = 0(0.02)1, rounded them 

to 17 binary places, and with our usual arithmetic worked out :the s 
for increasing values of degree, k of the fitted polynomial. The 

results are shown in Table V. 
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TABLE V 

k s k s 
1 0.218 11 0.47lxlo -9 

2 0.159xl0 
-2 

12 0.344xl0 -9 

3 0.648xl0 
-5 

13 0.907xl0 
-9 

4 0.354xl0 
-9 

14 0.453xlO -8 

5 0.354xl0 
-9 

15 0.489xl0 -9 

6 o.314xl0 
-9 

16 0.624xl0 
-9 

7 0.315xl0 
-9 

17 0.412xl0 -8 

8 0.464xl0 -9 
18 0.853xl0 

-8 

9 0.52lxl0 -9 
19 o.360xlO 

-7 

10 0.399xl0 
-9 

20 0.314xl0 
-9 

We see somewhat erratic behaviour in the results fork= 14,17,18 

and 19, and as we now expect it is for these values that the coefficients 

get rather large and mirror the ill-conditioning of the nonnal equat

ions or, equivalently, have too small an E-type perturbation. At k = 6 

we have llaU = 1, but fork= 14,17,18 and 19 the corresponding norms are 

62, 30, 32 and 50. ~t k 20, with an excellent result, the value of 

llaN has shrunk again to something less than 7. 

There remains the possibility of deliberately adding a somewhat 

larger perturbing matrix to the computed normal matrix with the explicit 

intention of keeping UaU quite small. This technique is used in various 

contexts in numerical methods, and while this was being written we came 

across a paper by Kydes and Tewarson (1977) which in a context somewhat 

similar to ours uses the matrix XTX + £I . for a range of£. In that 

paper, however, they were more concerned with producing an accurate a, 
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in our notation, rather than an acceptable s. 

Carrying out this operation in connection with our last example, 

with£= o.5 x 10-p for p = 6,7,8,9,10,ll, we find that for p = 6,7,8 

and 9 the computed S essentially decreases quite steadily, whereas for 

p = 10 a nd 11 the ~erturbation is too small to give results significantly 

different from those of Table V. The smallest Sis produced with p = 9, 

and for all our k we find for this p that nan only negligibly exceeds 

unity. We have achieved our objective, and in consequence produce the 

really very good results shown in Table VI. The correct Sis given for 

-

comparison, -

TABLE VI 

k 10
9s 10

9
S k 10

9s lo
9s 

5 0.354 0.354 13 0.294 0.238 

61 o.314 0.314 14 0.285 0.238 

7 0.315 o.313 15 0.283 0.234 

8 0.305 o.3o4 16 0.210 0.234 

9 0.305 0.304 17 0.266 0.228 
10; o.305 0.298 18 0.267 0.228 

11 0.305 0.239 19 0.266 0.222 

12 o.3oo 0.239 20 0.266 0.222 

We see that Sis very accurate up to k = 10, and fork= 11 to 20 

the error is a fairly constant 20%, by no means disconcerting. It is 

also interesting to examine the number 
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K(k) {S/(N-k-1) }\ N 51, (23) 

which according to Hayes (1970) decreases steadily and then remains 

fairly·constant for at least a significant number of increasing k 

values. Here K(6) is a minimum, at about 2.67 x 10-6 , and from k = 7 

to 20 the value increases fairly steadily but has a maximum at k = 20 

of only 2.98 x lo-
6 • In this context · also the results are ve ry satis

factory. 

6. CONCLUSION 

We have demonstrated that least-squares polynomial fitting need 

not give hopelessly unsatisfactory results even for polynomials of 

quite large degree provided that we do not try to be too accurate in 

our computations, and our analysis has thrown some light on this fact. 

Without too many spurious precautions we can, at least for some problems, 

produce reasonably accurate sums of squares even if the coefficients 

of our polynomial approximation are very different from those which 

would be produced by exact arithmetic. We do not conclude that our 

method is competitive in all cases with the use of orthogonal poly

nomials as described by Forsythe (1957) and Hayes (1970), but in our 

context things are not quite so black as they have been painted~ 
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l~Vl::RSE ITERATION~ NEWTON'S METHOD, 

···· AND- NON-LINEAR - EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 

by 

M. R. Osborne 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Inverse iteration as a ccmputationally respectable device 

probably dates from Wilkinson's 1958 Computer Journal paper. Here 

it is regarded as one of two unifying ideas (the other being Newton's 

method applied to a suitably chosen function) which permit a wide 

range of algorithms for the algebraic eigenvalue problem to be treated. 

The scope of the discussions includes problems non-linear in the 

eigenvalue parameter, and possible approaches to the questions of 

determining the rate of convergence, and of finding a succession of 

eigenvalues are sketched. 

"Finds a maximum of sixteen eigenvalues, uses the power method" 

describes briefly the eigenvalue subroutine provided for the Ferranti 

Pegasus computer in 1957. Of course such a procedure today would 

be unac c eptable. However, if we are prepared to define state of the 

art in this context by reference to the latest commercially available 

product then this subroutine was state of the art just 20 years ago. 

For this reason it is useful both as a reference point which can be 

used in measuring progress and as a guide to the prevailing attitudes 

both influencing the choic,e of techniques and providing the in-buL!. t 

pre-conceptions that are the main deterrent to innovation. For the 

purposes of this paper the significant fact is that inverse iteration 

not only was not employed, but that it was regarded as a very doubtful 
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numerical procedure. The argument 'is summarized in Stiefel (1958). 

Essentially inverse iteration involves the solution of a system of 

linear equations at each stage, and its effectiveness is easily seen 

to depend on the approach to singularity of these equations. The 

dilemma is that a system of linear equations with a nearly singular 

matrix is known to be difficult to solve numerically. Thus inverse 

iteration depends on the solution of a numerically difficult problem 

and so must be regarded with considerable suspicion. 

It is in this context that the problem resolution given in 

Wilkinson (1958) must be evaluated. On one level it gave a nice 

application of the backward error analysis the power of which was 

just starting to be explained to us, but it also provided a startling 

example that a method which may be totally unsuitable for one formul

ation of a problem may be first rate if we only state our requirements 

somewhat differently. Thus it was one of those seminal papers which 

forced us to reappraise our approach to the analysis and implementation 

of computing algorithms and by so doing provided the foundations for 

modern numerical analysis. 

For my part it was an important starting point for the work 

reported here, and for this reason it is perhaps advisable to recall 

in outline the key ideas. Consider the system of linear equations 

[ A - Al] X b (1.1) 

where A is an n x n matrix with right and left eigenvectors u
1

, v
1 T 

normalized so that vi uj = oij' and corresponding eigenvalues "i' 

i=l,2, ••• ,n. With this information we can write down an explicit 

solution to (1. 1). We have 
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X 

T 
n vi b 

r X--:->.ui~ 
i=l i 

(1.2) 

If A is close to say Ai then the system is certainly ill-conditioned 

for solving the system of linear equations. For assume that we have 

obtained by means . of a "good" numerical procedure a computed solution 

y satisfying exactly the system 

(A + oA - AI)y b + ob (l.3) 

where small bounds are available for the quantities lloAU, Uobn. If 

the eigenvalue problem for A is well-conditioned in the sense that 

the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A+ oA have the 

form ui + Cui, vi+ ovi, Ai+ OAi where the perturbations are also 

small and tend to zero with DoAII then we can write yin the form 

y 
n 
E 

i=l 

(v. + ov.) T (b + ob) 
1 1 

If o>.i is comparable with Ai - A for any i then the solution 

of the system of linear equations will have the form 

(1.4) 

(1. 5) 

where ~i is of the same order as 1/oAiand, as a product of the 

computational procedure and the particular computing equipment used, 

is necessarily unpredictable. Thus x and y may disagree in all figures 

so that y is unacceptable as a solution to the system of linear 

equations. However, y is almost parallel to ui so th~t the method is 

excellent for calculating eigenvectors. Thus inverse iteration works! 
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The next step is to exploit the fact further. Here we are 

interested in iterative procedures for finding values of a parameter 

A such that the homogeneous linear system 

M(A)U 0 (1.6) 

has a nontrivial solution. No presumption is made that A appears 

linearly in the elements of M so we refer to (1.6) as a non-linear 

eigenvalue problem, and it will be convenient to refer to values 

of A for which a nontrivial u exists as eigenvalues. The class of 

algorithms to be developed possesses a family similarity to inverse 

iteration so that we expect that good numerical properties of this 

procedure will be inherited. The basic idea of the method is intro

duced in the next section in which the steps that lead to the i ·nitial 

formulation are retraced. In section 3 the method is given in its 

general form and its relationship with other procedures indicated. 

A rate of convergence analysis is presented in section 4 and the 

pap~r concludes by outlining in section 5 some other algorithmic 

possibilities and some kinds of problems which can be tackled within 

the framework of our approach. 

2. FIRST STEPS 

The initial impetus* towards the development of the class of 

3.lgorithms described in ·the next section resulted from a colloquium 

given by J. H. Wilkinson at Imperial College late .i.ri 1960 and 

publ~shed subsequently in Wilkinson (1961) in which he discussed 

the u s e of the Rayleigh Quotient to obtain improved eigenvalue 

estimate s. It appeared that some of the ideas were directly applicable 

to the calculation of eigenvalues of difference approximations to 

* ~or the benefit of those who attended the IMA meeting perhaps I should 

add that the value of Sidney Michaelson's building(?) exploits 

were purely incidental. 
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ordinary differential equations, and it was not difficult to 

demonstrate that this was in fact the case. To show how the 

argument develops the presentation given in Osborne (1962) is 

followed. 

We consider an eigenvalue problem for a second order ordinary 

differential equation with separated boundary conditions, and it 

is well known that discretization by means of a compact difference 

scheme reduces this problem to an algebraic eigenvalue problem having 

the form 

(A - t..D) u 0 (2.1) 

wher~ A is symmetric and tridiagonal, and D diagonal with positive 

elements. Given A we can use the fact that the scale o f u is 

disposable in (2.1) to fix(u)1,and in this case the remaining comp

onents of u can be found successively from the first (n - 1) equations. 

By this marching procedure we can, for any value of A, solve the 

system 

(A - t..D)u S<>..> e n 
(2 .2 ) 

where the form of the right hand side shows that the final equation 

will be satisfied only if A is an eigenvalue. If A is not an eigen

value then we can estimate a correction by forming the Rayleigh 

Quotient. Thus we obtain 

T 
u Au 

T 
u D u 

- A 
(2.3) 
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which gives the correction in a very compact form. Further, it 

follows from Wilkinson's results and standard properties of the 

discretization that an iterative procedure based on this correction 

would have a second order rate of convergence. 

The interesting thing about (2.3) is that it provides ·a second 

order correction at the cost of just one solution of a marching 

problem of the form (2.2). This is in apparent contrast to the well 

known shooting method (Fox (1958)) in which Newton's method is used 

to find a zero of S(A). This requires a knowledge of~ - which is 

calculated from the system 

du 
(A - AD) dA - Du (2.4) 

T du 
e1 dA = O, (2.5) 

obtained by differentiating with respect to A both the · system (2.2) 

and the scaling condition that(u)l is fixed independent of A. The 

solution to (2.4), (2.5) requires a second marching calculation with 

as b . d . d A eing etermined from the condition that the final equation of (2.4) 

be consistent. 

This leads to the question of the relationships between the two 

methods, and to display this let 

We have 

u* u/ (u).n, S* S/(u)n: 

(A - AD)u* S* e n 
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and, noting that(u*)n=l independent of A, 

T du* 
en a:r- = O. 

Differentiating equation (2.6) gives 

(A _ 'D) du* 
I\ a:r- - Du* 

Taking the scalar product with respect to u* we obtain 

d/3* = u*T(A - AD) 
du* u*TD u* 

dA a:x- -

/3* 
T du* u*TD u* e n a:r- -

so that the correction given by Newton's method in this case is 

d/3* /3(u}n 
- S*/a:x- = T 

u Du 

which is identical with (2.3). 

(2. 7) 

(2. 8) • 

Thus the difference between the Rayleigh Quotient procedure and 

the shooting approach can be considered to bn caused effectively by 

different ways of fixing the scale of the vector u in (2.2). By using 

Cramer's rule we can give explicit formulae for /3(A) in each case, and 

it is convenient to denote by Ai the principal minor of A obtained by 

deleting the ith row and column. 
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(i) The Shooting Method. 

whence 

The scaling condition is(u)ia 1. We have 

1 = (uh 

det 

0 

0 

0 

1 

A12,0 ••• ,0 

/det(A - AD) 

n-1 
(-1) n-l 8 IT ~j ( j+l) /det(A - 7.:D) 

j=l 

det(A - AD) 
n-·l 

(-l)n-l IT A 
j=l j(j+l) 

'Thus 8(A) is essentially the characteristic polynomial in this case. 

This procedure can also be identified with Hyman's method which is 

analyzed in Wilkinson (1960). It is known to be a ver:y satisfactory 

procedure. 

(ii) The Rayleigh Quotient. 

The scaling condition is(u)n l" We have 
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1 = (u)n 

whence 

s 

A - AD 
n n 

det s 

o ... ,O,An(n-1) 

/3 det(A - AD ) /det(A - AD) 
n n 

det(A 
det(A 

n 

AD) 
- AD ) • 

n 

rl /det(A - AD) 

0 

1 

Here $(A) is a rational function with real poles and zeros and wit~ 

the poles and zeros interlacing. This is a po ,:ential defect of the 

method in certain circumstances because Newton's method need not 

converge rapidly until the error in the eigenvalue estimate is sma ll 

compared with the corresponding pole-zero separation. This separation 

can be pathologically small in the important problem of finding eigen

values in the discrete spectrum for a problem on an infi.ni t e interva l. 

3. A CLASS OF ALGORI'IHMS 

The ideas underlying the approach given in the previous section 

can be adapted readily to provide a class of iterative methods for 
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the general problem (1.6). We select suitably scaled vectors x 

ands and a constant K, and then define 8(A) by means of the system 

M(;,\)u 

'r 
s u 

SC\) X , 

K • 

(3.1) 

(3. 2) 

It is convenient to think of the solution of this system as proceeding 

in two stages, in the first of which the system 

Mz X (3. 3) 

is scl ved while in the second we multiply z by a scale factor to 

ens ure that the resulting vector satisfies (3.2). This scale factor 

is just 8(A). In general 8(A) is a function that vanishes at some 

or all of the eigenvalues of (1.6) for as A approaches an eigenvalue 

then, unless x has been chosen with ·considerable perverse ingenuity, 

the components of z must increase without bound ( the inverse iteration 

mechanism again ) so that 8(A) must be chosen correspondingly small to 

ensure that u satisfies the scaling condition (3.2). Thus the 

eigenvalue problem (1.6) can be replaced by the problem of finding the 

zeros of 8(A). 

Written out .explicitly we have 

8 (A) 
K 

(3.4) 

As in the previous section the use of Newton's method is considered. 

This requires a knowledge of~~, and to determine this (3.1) and (3.2) 
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are differentiated to give 

M du dM as 
d>.. + d>.. 

u = 
d>.. 

X ( 3. 5) 

and 
T _du 

s 
d).. o. (3.6) 

Thus, from (3.5) and (3.1), 

du -ldM aS/d>.. 
d>.. + M dA u -s- u 

so that 

s 
T 

o>.. s u 
- dS/d>.. = - T -ldM 

s M d ).. u 

(3. 7) 

In this form the correction was given in Osborne and Michaelson (1964). 

Note that in general two systems of equationn . .,ith matrix M must be 

solved, and this corresponds to the two marching calculations required 

in the shooting method given in the previous section. Note also that 

the correction is independent of the scales chosen for sand x. 

Example (i) 

The Rayleigh Quotient iterations for M A - >..I, A symmetric. 

( a) Let X = [ A - >..I] u, and s 

factors, then (3.7) gives 

T 
u u 

u, up to appropriate scaling 
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'rhis form of correction was suggested by Crandall (1951) and 

Os t.rowski (1958). It is of interest also to note that Kahan and 

Parlett ( 1968) have been able to prove global convergence for un 

algorithm based on this correction. 

(b) Let x = s = [ A - >..I] u, again up to an appropriate scaling 

factor. 'Ihen 

'rhis is the us 1.1al form of the Rayleigh Quotient correction. 

Exa mp le (ii) 

Anselone and Rall (1968) apply Newton's method directly to the 

sys tem of non-linear equations 

This gives 

M(>..)u O • 

T 
S u K. 

M( A) ou + OA~ u = •-Mu 
d ;\ 

from wh ich we obtain 

K 

T -l &'1 
s M d). u 
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'This is exactly equation ( 3. 7) .i;•rovi.ded K = s T u. 'rt,is rEclation 

holds after t':'le first iteration for we have 

'.(' -J 
s M 

ciM 
a>. u K. 

To obtain an exact corresponde:ice we must take Sx = Mu. ':'hus the 

first system of lir:edr equations is solved trivially in ~his cas 2 

so that the i t-:l"at.ions involve only one solution of linear equations 

per step. 

Example (iii) 

Another class of iterations can be based on fac t orizations of 

the watrix M of the form 

.M S T 

where S is essent.ic-l .ly non-singular from its mode of construc tion 

ar.d where the condition for T to be singular takes a s imple fom . 

Such an iteration has been g i ven by Kublanovskaya (1 969) where M 

is factorized into orthogonal times upper triangular by (say) ~ousc

holder transformations, and where colu,-nn pivoting i .s used . If we 

write the result in the form 

M P Q R 

then the column pivoting ensur~s t.hat Rnn is tr.e smallest of the 

Rii, i=l, 2, ••• ,n, and that Rnn passes t h.rough zero when N( A) is 

singular. This case corresponds to ot:r procedt::'.:"e wj_ th Ps ~ e , 
n 

QTx ~ e • We t .ave from (3.4) that 
n 
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K 

K 

K R 
nn. 

One possible problem might arise in the application of Newton's method 

to this case because tile pivoting method could make it difficult to 

ensure that S(\) is c ontinuously differentiable . However, the 

connection establishec. between the Q R method and inverse iteration 

by J. H. Wilkinson suggests that this is not a serious consideration. 

Exar1p l e (iv) 

A further approach which has also been considered (Lancaster 

(196 4 )) can be based on tl,e observatio~ that if\* is an eigenvalue 

of (1.6) then M(A*) will have a zero eigenvalue in the usual sense. 

In this case consider 

l M(A) - µ I) w 0 (3.8) 

whereµ is the smallest eigenvalue in modulus of M(A). The problem 

' dµ now becomes that of finding a zero of µ(A) . To compute dA differ-

entiate (3.8) to obtain 

[ !-1 - lJ I] dw + [ dM - dµ I] w 0 
' dA dA dA • 
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If z is the left eigenvector corresponding tow then 

dµ 
d>. 

T dM T 
z dA w/z w 

and the Newton correction is 

o>. µ ZT w 

T dM 
z dA w 

T 
z M w 

'I' -1 dM 
z MM dA w 

which :f.s in the form ( 3. 7) with x 

Remark (i) 

\·1, B µ, and s 

These examples show that our basic approach includes a substan

tial range of what. might initially appear as unrelated methods . 

Certainly the ability to choose x ands provi~es a great deal of 

scope for developing me
0

thods suitable for particular problems. The 

power of our approach will be underlined in the next section where 

it will be shown that a simple and general discussion of the rate of 

convergence behaviour is possible. 

Remark (ii) 

The basic algorithm when applied to a linear eigenvalue problem 

involves two steps of inverse iteration followed by the calct:.lation 

of a shift or origin. Procedures of this kind aie analyzed in 

Wilkinson (1965)_ 
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4. RATE OF CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 

In general the rc:.te of convergence of the class of algorithms 

desGribed in the previous section is second order. However, it is 

known that in certain circumstances third order iterations are 

possible. These have t:.r,e characteristic that it is necessary to 

update not only A but also x and/or s so there is a sense in which 

the particular f3 changes also at each iteration, each S being 

selected just for the itt::!ration in which it can give th.a extra order 

of correction. In this section an analysis of the rate of converg

ence behaviour is presented which permits a ~haracterization of the 

circumstances under which third order convergence is possible. !t 

is based on tbe following result which is readily verified by direct 

calculation . 

Lemma 4.1 

Let 

¢(->..) (4. . 1) 

whe:r.e a;.., 1 and 8, ·J;(O) /. O. Then Newton's method applied to <P 

to' find the root. A = 0 ·has a rate of convergence equal to a + 1. 

'I'he main asswnption made in our analysis is that M( ;\) has a 

s imple, isolated eigenvalue at A= A*, and it is convenient to make 

this concepc precise by introducing the singular values ai , i=l,2 , ••• n 

of M(A)i· (ai {\O.?Mi }½ where the ;iositive square root is taken) . 

t 'i'his follows a su,;gestion nade _by J. H. Wilkinson following the 

presentation of this paper at the IMA meeting that the use o f the 

singular valu<i! decomposition might simplify the analysis . 
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- Definition 

M(A) has a simple isolated eigenvalue at A 

(i) 0 1 (\*) o, 

(ii) a2 (A*) > o, and 

o, 

where it is assurned that the singular values are ordered so that 

where possible ambiguities in identification for A f \* are resolved 

for both the positive singular values ~nd the c orresponding vector s 

by asking that they change smoothl y in a s mal l enough neighbourhood 

of A*, and where we note the jump in deri va ti ve in o 1 as ), passes 

through A*. To avoid complications from this cause v.·e assume that 

A>A* for the purpose of our analysis. 

To make use of Lemma 4 .1 we need t.'1e following result which is 

derived in the appendix. 

Lemma 4. 2 

Let A* be an isolated simple eigenvalue of M( A). Then for j\ - A~I 
small enough we have 

(i) 
-l 

M (A) 

T 
__ u_~ +A+ (A - \*)B + (A - \*) 2C 

(A - A*) do1 
F 
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where u
1

, v_ are the right and left eigenvectors of M(A*) associated 

with the eigenvalue (in the usual sense) zero. 

(ii) (4.3) 

(iii) A has rank at least (n - 1), and has full rank iff 

(iv) 

(v) 

iff 

A dM (A*) ul 
a>.. 

1 1" 
- 2 dal/dA ul 

(4.4) 

(4. 5) 

(4.6) 

Tnis result permits us to cnlculate 8(;\) in an appropriate form. From 

(2.4) we have using (4.2) 

8(;\) 
K 

T - 1 
s M ( ;\ )x 

(4. 7) 

K(A - ;\*) 

(sTu1) (VT1X) T 
- + (A - ;\*) SAX+ O(;\ - A*) 2• 

dal: /d;\ 

From this we can deduce an immediate order of convergence result. 

Theorem 4 . 1 

Let;\* be an isolated simple eigenvalue of M(A*) and assume 
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jA - At! small enough. Then Lemma 4.1 is applicable for all 

x, s such that 3 l;;1 > o, independent of A, such that 

and a third order correction is obtained provided,for each A,s and 

x can be chosen such that '.3 l;;2 > O independent of A such that 

This is possible if for each A 

and 

(ii) T o, 

where y > 0 is a scale factor depending on the choice of scale for x 

and s3 a fixed positive constant. 

Remai.k (i) 

There is a reciprocity between the r6les of u 1 , v 1 and x, s, 

and i tera1 ·.h,ns really split 1.1p into two subclasses corresponding to 

iterations for column and for row eigenvectors which also reflect 

this reciprocity. The above result concentrates on relating x to 

~ (A*)u 1, and requires no more of s than that lsT u 1 j > r;;,. > o fo'!': 

some fixed constant r;;,.. This turns out to charaeterize the iterations 

which simultaneously generate the column eige nvector. 
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Remark (ii) 

The condition 'l" O is satisfied if 

MG+ H N 

where G and Hare arbitrary matrices. 

Remark (iii) 
T 

'Toe condition s 'I.\ -:/ 0 is readily satisfied in practice - for 

example by choosing s = ep where (u
1

)p is a relatively large compo

nent of n
1 

• 

'Theorem 4.1 shows that we can obtain a third order iteration for 

A if we can find an x at each stage which estimates : (A*) u
1 

with 

an accuracy comparable with the accuracy of the current estimate of 

A*. Conditions under which this can be done are given in Theorem 4 . 2 . 

Theorem 4.2. 

If I>.. - t..*I is small enough, 

X 
d.M 

Ya>.. (;\*)u1 + (;\ - ;\*)a (4 . 9) 

where a is a bounded vector, and 

M(A)-
1 

: 
-1 

C = (A*) M(A) x . (4 . 10) 

Then 

w (>.. - >.. *) 2c X ul + O(A - A*) 3 (4.11) 

whe re 

X Y + O(A - A*) 
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if and only if (4.6) holds. 

Proof 

From Lemma 4.2 

-1 
M(A) X 

where 

e V1 a Y T 
{ 

T } 
Y + ·dcr1 /a\ - 2 aa1 /d>-

(\ - A*) + O(t- - 1-*) 2 

Thus 

(4.12) 

where 

X = 0 + O(A - A*) 2
• 

The desired result now follows from part (v) of Lem:na 4.2. 

~(i) 

The condition (4.6) holds provided 

WM • (4.13) 

This is more restrictive than (4.8). However, examples where it applies 

include: 

(a) 

(b) 

M 

M 

G - ), H, a,d 

cos\/AG + sinv>.H, 

for arbitrary matrices G and H. 
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Remark (ii) 

To use this result we would want to compute band c using 
dM dA eva ulated at A rather than A*, and then evaluate the next x by 

computing~~ w with~ evaluated at A+ OA. It is readily seen that 

t he c o nclusion is unaffected if this is done. !n fact only the 

calcu l ation of c ne ed be checked, and the effect here is to add a 
d 2 M 

t e r m 0A-- (A*) u to the right hand side of (4.12). 
dA2 l 

Remark (ii i ) 

The above cons ide rations lead to the algorithm proposed by 

Osbor ne a nd Michaelson (1964). This has the general form: 

X . 
l. 

M(A. )w. 
l. l. 

X, 
l. 

Select si (c.f. the remark (iii) following Theorem 4.1), 

" -i 

T 
S , V , 

1. 1. 

T 
s . w. 

l. 1. 

(Note ui, vi are not the vectors in the singular value decomposition of 

M here). 

To conclude this sec tion we note that the case of repeated roots 

has be e n excepted from our discussion ~hus . far. However, the 

behaviour in thi s case is well illustrated by the simplest examples: 

(i) Mis non-defe ctive. 
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We take M = AI and obtain 6 = -T- A. This case presents 
S X 

no problems. In the general problem this corresponds to the case 

of several zero singular values each having a non-zero d e rivative 

with respect to A. 

(ii) M is ,defective. 

Consider M = [G· K A2 

Then 6 = _1 + 2A 

Thus 6 has repeated roots in this case. In the general case this 
• dCJ1 correspc~ds to~= Oat A*. 

5. OTHER POSSIBILITIES 

Of course Newton's metho.d does not exhaust the possible tech

niques which can be applied to find a zero of 6(A). Alternatives 

include multipoin~ iterations which are available whens and x are 

fixed, and the particular case of the secant algorithm has been 

considered by Ruhe ( 1973) • However, as the bulk of the work in 

non-sparse problems lies in factorizing M(A), it is perhaps more 

profitable to consider iteration functions that involve higher deri

vatives of 6. To calculate these it is convenient to write (3.1), 

(3. 2) as 

(5.1) 

and then higher derivatives can be found by differentiating this 

system. It is possible to perform the initial steps using M only, 

and this is useful ifs or xis to be chosen adaptively, by factorizing 
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Min some suitable form and then using one of the stable methods 

£or determining the factorization oi the bordered matrix. For example, 

if 

M QR 

where Q is orthogonal and R upper triangular then we can write (5.1) 

as 

(5. 3) 

and the factorization can be completed by using plane rotations to 

sweep out the elements of the last row below the diagonal in the 

second factor. One application that has been considered is the use 

of the IT ?",; table (Gragg (1972U to generate estimates of other. roots 

(and poles) which can be used to provide starting approximations in 

subsequent iteratipns if a succession of eigenvalues is required. 

An alternative approach to the problem of generating a succession 

of eigenvalues is the old trick of formally dividing out the roots 

already calculate :L In ti.is case, at the kth stage, we consider 

k-1 
II 

j=l 

B (A) 

(A - A.) 
J 

(5.4) 

where we have already computed ). 1 ,). 2 , ••• ,Ak-l. One cost is that the rate 

cf convergence of Newton's method can only fortuitously be better than sec ,d 
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k-1 

order if k > 1. This is most easily seen by applying Lemma 4.1. 

We have 

k-1 
TI 

j=l 

K(A - A*) 

K(A - A*) 

IT (A* 
j=l 

The problem is to makes TA x small and simultaneously to ensure the 
vanishing of the coefficient of >. - A*. 

Applications of this approach have been reported by Osborne (1967) and 

Jordinson ( 1968) who both used it for exploratory cal::::ulation of eic;en 

values of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. 

Finally, we note that our general approach has some advantages 

in following an eigenvalue as a function of a parameter and in s.imilar 

problems. This was considere d in Osborne (1967), and a more recent 

application has been made in Abbott ( 1977) to tl,e c alculation of turn ing 

points in bifurcation theory. In this case we consider a trajectory 

x = x(A.) defined by the system of equations 

H(x,A) 0 • (5 . 5) 

Differentiating this system with respect to A gives a system of ord

inary differential equations 

-1 
-A(x,)..) d(x,A), (5.6) 
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where A= VxH, and d = oAH , which also governs the trajectory. The 

turning points -are points at which A(x,A) is singular, and finding 

such points is a problem which can be solved by our methods. 
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APPENDIX 

Asymptotic Expansion for M(A)-
1 

Let the singular value decomposition (SVD) of M(A) be given by 

M(A) (A.l) 

where I: 

u E2 
, 

and 

MMT V (A.3) 

or alternatively 

MU V E , (A.4) 
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and 

UL (A.5) 

We c1ssurne that 

aud that, as in section 4 , the positive singula~ values and corresp

onding vectors are identified in such a way that they vary smoothly 

in a neighbourhood of A= A*. If 

diag (0,0 2, •• • ,0 n) (A.6) 

then 

-1 E-1 T 
M u V 

1 T E+ T' 
·-u V + u V 
01 . l l 

(!, . 7) 

where the+ denotes the generalized ir.ve~se . 

We can now obtaiL an expansion for M-
1 

(valid for A~ A* 
accordingly to the convention adopted in section 4}, by expanding 

the individual tP.rms in (A.7) in a Tayler series . The result is 
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where 

A 

1 ( (A A*)du 1 + J 
'*)da.1- + (A - A*)2d2CT1-b . tu1 + - d;\ ••• 

(\ - A d;\ 2 dA 2 

( ' - ' *)~ + )T A A d;\ ••• 

+ ( u + (A - ;\*) ~~ + ... ) ( E~ + (A - A*) : ~ + .. . ] 

(v + ( A - ;\ *) ~I + ... )T + ... 

A~ A* ~ 1 v: +A + ( A - ;\*) B + ... 

y 

1 [du, T 

da 1/dA &vl + 

1 
d:J 1 /dA ' 

a,? 
1 

Ul & -

d 2a _ _ .J.. 

v;] 1 a>.. 2 
E+ VT, - --u + u 

2 da 1 
1 
~ 

(A.8) 

and further terms can be computed as r equir ed. 

To calculate the derivativ e s o f the quantities in the SVD note 

that 

so that 

0 (A.9) 
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which implies that G 

(A.2) gives 

U
T au . k 

d).. is sew symmetric. Differentiating 

Premultiplying by .UT we obtain 

2 
~ dE _ T dMT T dM 
~ d ).. U a:x- V E - E v dA U 

Equating ~crresponding components on both sides of this equation gives 

do. 
T dMT T dM 

(o: - o:)G . . 20. a:/ 0 ij a. u. ~vj a. v. d\ uj . 1. J l.J 1. J 1. 1. 1. 

(A.10 ) 

In particular, when i j we have 

·do. 
T 

dM 
1. a:x- = V. dA ui 1. 

(A.11) 

while when i "I j then 

T dM T dM -a. V. dA ui - a. v. dA uj J J 1. 1. 
G .. 

(A.12) 

1.J a~ - 2 · a. 
1. J 

Similarly, if H 
T av 

V dA then a similar argument gives 

dM T dM 
-0 i V j aX' U i - 0 j Vi aX' U j (A.13) 

02 - 02 
i j 
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We can now give an explicit expression for A in (A.8). We have (using 

Ki ( •) to d enote the operation of taking the ith column) 

( 
1 

A 
dCT1 r ar-

u Q 
'l' 

V 

where 

1 
2 

Q 

1 
de /d.>-

l 

T VT K1 (G) el + U e
1 

d 2
01 

a>-2 

¥axlr 

[I" nl 

Kl 

1 
a 2 

(H)T VT -

d2CT1 
1 c1\2 
2 ~ 

dA 

1 
a 

n 

In ;,a:::-ticular, Q must have rank at least (n - 1). 

From the identity 

-1 
M(A) M(.>-) I 

VT}+ u 
T r+ VT el e · 
l 

(A . 14) 

(A.:5) 

(A.16) 

we obtain by expanding M(A.) about A*, using (4.2), and collecting powers 

of .>- - A* , that 

BM + A dM ~ __ l __ u . vT d2M = 0 
dA. . d0'1 1 1 d' 2 

2~ A 

(A.17) 
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- and 

0 . (A.18) 

~ostmultiplying (A.17) by u 1 gives 

which establishes (4.4). In similar fashion, post.multiplying (A . 18) 

by u 1. , we obtain 

0 

and this establishes the implications (4.5) = (4.6). 

-
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INTRODUCTION 

A NEW LOOK AT ERROR ANALYSIS 

by 

C. W. Clenshaw 

In 1963 Wilkinson 's "Rounding errors in algebraic processes" 

appeared. This slim volu:ne set new standards in error analysis . 

Drawing together the ideas which he had presented in earlier research 

papers, Wilkinson showed that the subject could be treated as a 

coherent discipline , rather than as some mysterious ritual which had 

to be pe rformed in a different manne r over each new nume rical algorithm . 

Starting with the basic arithmetic opei:-ations of addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division , the book leads us forwai:-d through the 

various algorithms of numerical lineai:- algebra, showing how rounding 

eri:-ors can accumulate . Absolute errors and relative errors are both 

t r eated , since either may be important in any particulai:- context . 

Since 1963 there has been much work on error analysis, including 

the substantial progress 1r.ade in intei:-val analysj_s . Nevertheless, 

the basic ideas and results presented in Wilkinson's boo'k remain as 

valid and as r e levant today as they were 20 years ago. Why then should 

we wish to take a new look at error analysis? The answer is simply 

Lhat a small modification of the conventional technique can be shown 

to carry practi ca l advantages in one particular ai:-ea, and to inti:-oduce 

some thcoz:-etical simplification quite genei:-ally . 

The area in which practical advantages can be demonstrated is one 

which concerns the app i:-oximation of special functions to high precision. 

I n 1974 Professor Frank Olver of the University of Maryland spent the 

summer in Lancaster , initiating research into "unrestricted" algorithms 
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for special functions. This work was continued in his second visit 

· in 1975; and then gave rise t~ the re-examination of our error analysis. 

The term "unrestricted" implies not merely that the algorithm 

will accept any argument value for which the function i s defined. 

It also implies that any precision may be specified. Thus one such 

algorithm might produce a value of cos x correct to s decimal places, 

where xis any real number ands any positive integer. That is to 

say, it will find a number F such that 

Another algorithm of similar type might produce a value of ex correct 

to s decimal figures, where again xis any real number ands any 

positive integer. This means that the result will be a number F such 

that 

We note that in the first case it is quite natural to use the concept 

of absolute error, while in the secc..nd relative error is clearly more 

appropriate. 

When the parameters x ands are allowed to be arbitarily large, 

it becomes of primary importance that we are able to construct a 

rigorous e~ror analysis. It is in this application that a modification 

of technique proves to be of value. 

Relative precision redefined 

It is soon found that when we perform manipulations with absolute 

* These visits were made possible by a grant from the Science Research 
Council. 
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errors, the course of the work proceeds much more smoothly than when 

r elative errors are being followed. Since virtually all computations 

are new performed in floating-point aritbmetic,any detailed investig

ation of the accumulation of error in numerical algorithms must work 

with rela tive error, so the observation was pertinem.:. Furthermore, 

it appeared that the difficulties were not inherent in the nature 

of floating-point arithmetic, but were the consequence of the way 

in which relative error is conventionally defined. The subsequent 

re-examination led to a new definition, which 0lver has set out and 

described systematically in ~ts basic applications(Olver (1978)~ 

First, let us introduce a new notation. 0lver suggests 

rp(a) (1) 

to be read as "the real number a is approximated by the r ea l number 

.i to within a relative precision of a." It is our aim to attach 

precise meaning to this statement. The corresponding statement for 

absolute precision would of course be 

ap(a) (2) 

to be read as "a is c.pproximated by a to within an absolute precision 

of a. " This means 

a - a u with lul ~ a . (3) 

(It i s understood that in each case a> 0.) Now this definition has 

some convenien t and simple prope~ties; for example, if a approxj.mates 

a, then a ap1:roximates a to the same absolute precision. 'l'hat is, 
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=> a ::ea 

ap(CL) 

ap (CL) 

This property is so obvious that it is scarcely worth !:nentioning , 

except for the fact that it is not shared by the conven1:ional 

definition of relative error. Clearly 

~ 1 - CL (; ~ 1 + a 
a (4) 

does no-c imply 

1 - ~ ~ 
a 

(; 1 + a 
a 

This may not seem very important in numerical·practice, because the 

discrepancy is only of second order in a as a+ o , and 

a is usually a small number. However , the consequences can be important. 

if many operations are being c arr i ed out. Moreover, t·ne 0iscrepan.::~· 

is strictly unnecessary. Olver made the first tentative step forward 

by noting that immediate advantage would accrue by redefining 

relative precision by the inequalities 

(5) 

This of course at once meets the r equirement of symrr:ctry, the lr":,ck of 

which in the conventional d efinition we hav e deplored above . However, 

when the investigation is pressed further , we find that o ther proper-cies 

can be gained by other definitions. We seek that definitj_on which 

achieves the best balance between simpl.i city and wealth of sim,Jlc 

properties, always bearing in mind the fact that our definitio11 of 

relative error must accord reason~bly well with the conven tion~l 

intuitive idea. This, we suggest, implies that our definition should 

differ from (4) only in terms of second order in a for small a . Oivcr's 
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final definition meets the requirements so elegantly that one can 

only wonder that it has eluded numerical analysts for so long. We 

define (1) to mean 

a= a eu with lul ~a, (6) 

and note the implication that a and a are non-zero and of the same 

sign. 

It is obvious that relative precision, thus defined, has the 

required symmetry . Indeed, we see that 

a a; rp(a) 

=> Q,n a:::: Q,n a ap(a) 

so that each property of absolute precision has its counterpart in 

relative precision. Olver(1978) examines these properties and I do not 

reproduce his discussion here. However,some of the more valuable are 

the following . 

If a:::: a rp(a) 

then it follows that 

k -k 
a :::: {E>.) rp( lkl a> for any real k, 

and in particular that 

rp(a) . 
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If also 

b = b rp(S) 

then 

rp Cet+B> 

and 

rp Cet+B> • 

If also 

rp(o) , 

then 

rp(cx+o) • 

It will be seen that none of these properties is enjoyed by 

the conventional definition of relative error. 

In order to proceed with the theory, we must see how errors are 

propagated through the less simple operations of addition and sub

traction. 

Addition and subtraction 

Suppose that we require to add two positive numbers a and b, 

where 

a = a rp(Ct) and b = b rpCB> • 
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Thnt is to say, 

and 

It follows that 

- - a 
be -s ae + a + b 

~ (, 

b. 
-· b a + a + 

(Clearly if, as is usua.U.y the case, a. and S are small numbers , then 

t he upper bound U is a little greater than unity , while the lower 

bound Lis a little less.) Thus the relative precision of the sum 

is, by the definition (6), the larger of -logL and logU. It is easy 

to see that log U is the larger , so that the required res~lt is 

a + i:> ~ a + b rp l } (7) 

Since this precision cannot exceed the greater of a. and S, we also 

have the simpler, but less sharp, result that 

rp {max(a,S)} . 

In the case i n which a £ , we have without any loss in sharpness 

rp(Ci.) 

so that the s um oi two numbers with the same relative precision has 

again the same relative precisio~ . 
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When the positive number bis subtracted from the positive 

number a, the manipulations are similar. Here the lower bound for 

a-b furnishes the relative precision of the difference, and we find 
a-b 

a - b ~ a - £ rp 

{ [ 
a - b l } ln - -a 8 

ae -be j 
(8) 

In this case we derive no simplification from the case a= 8, and of 

co~rse the error of the difference (unlike that of the sum) may become 

arbitrarily large as a and b become close. Indeed, we need to place 

on the result (8) the restriction 

which merely says that in the case of subtraction, the inte rvals of 

uncertainty must be disjoint. 

It should be noted that in each of the above cases there exists 

a =esult which is the dual of that given. That is, a and b may be 

replaced by a and bin the expression for the relative precision, by 

virtue of symmetry. 

It is r8asonable to ask whether the.results for addition and 

subtraction can be combined to give 

a + b ~ a + b rp(y) 

with an expression for y that will be valid whatever the signs of a 

and b. Comparison of the results (7) and (8) does not seem too 

promising. At .best we might hope for a general y which is a little 
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greater than the precisions given by (7) and (8) in the separate 

cases, bearing in mind that (7) comes from the upper bound for a+b 

while (8) comes from the lower bound for a-b 
a+i:i 

a-i:i 

'I'he possibility of such a result arises from an extension to 

our b a sic definition which is of far-reaching importance, namely 

the extension to complex arithmetic. This extension is given in 

Olver (1978·) . The statement 

X x rp(l;) 

where xis a non-zero complex number and l; is a real number means, 

as before, 

x x eu with lul ~ l;. 

Here, of course, u is complex. 

We may now ~eek an expression giving the precision of the sum 

of two complex numbers. This could then be applied to the special 

cases of real addition and real subtraction. 

If we have the complex relations 

X ~ X rp(l;) and y ~ y rp(n) 

with x + y i O, then 

Ix - ~I 
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1;1 I -a 
u2 u3 

+2!+3!+ 

' 1;1 (~ 
~2 ~3 

+ ) + 2! + 3! ... 

1;1 (e~- 1) 

Thus we may write 

X = X + e ;ce~- 1) where 101 ~ 1 ' 

and similarly 

y = y + $ y(en- 1) where I$! t; 1. 

Thus 

where 

T = 

~=l +T 

X + y 

X +y 

say, 

We see that 

1-rl ' Ix! <e~-1> + lxl <en-1> 

Ix+ YI 
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Thus 

j1n (~] I= jln(l+T) I 
~+y 

- ln (1-K) 

and our required result is 

x+y:::ex+y rp (-ln(l-K)). · (9) 

(It has been assumed implicitly that K < 1. This condition is just 

the complex equivalent of that imposed on real subtraction, to ensure 

the non-vanishing of a denominator.) 

This result is readily applied to real addition ~nd real sub-
:. 

traction. In the former case we write x = a, x = a, y = b, y = b, 
, :a a,and n = 8, all these quantities being positive real n ,Jmbers. 

We, have at once 

K 
acea- ll + f;ce 8- 1> 

a + b 

and the relative precision is 

- ln (1-K) ln(l+K) + O(K2
) , K + 0. 

(10) 

We note that ln(l+X) is just the.relative precision of real addition 

as obtained in (7). Thus the new result differs in second-order terms 
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only. 

In the application to subtraction we write y =-band y -b, 
the other quantities being the same as in the case of addition. 

Clearly the value of K will now be given by 

Here we hay.a 

K 
aCea- 1> + b(e8 - 1> 

a - b 

- ln (1-K) 

which again differs in second-order terms only from that obtained 

earlier in (8). 

Extended multiplication and addition 

(11) 

The definition of relative precision which we are now using may 

be applied readily to any sequence of numerical operations. A simple 

example is the evaluation of an extended product. Let us write 

P
1 

= a
1

, P
2 

= a
1

a
2

, ... , pn = a
1

a
2

a
3 
... an, where each aj is a number 

which is stored in floating-point form. We suppose that the maximum 

relative rounding error in our arithmetic is E in the conventional 

sense or a according to the new definition. In any particular 

computing environment E and a will be small numbers of closely similar 

magnitude; they may indeed be identical, but this depends on the way 

in which the rounding operation is effected. 

In the conventional treatment, denoting the stored version of 

our partial product pj by pj' we have 
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Thus 

so that pn represents the required product pn with a relative error 

of E, where 

n-1 n-1 
(1-E:) . ~ 1 + E ~ (l+E:) • 

A convenient bound for Eis obtained by using a simple inequality. 

We note that if 

(n-l)e: (; o , 

then 

n-1 
(l+e:) (; 1 + k(n-1)£ 

and 
n-1 

(1-e:) ~ 1 - k(n-l)e:, 

where k is any number satisfying 

e
0
-1 

k ::;i- -o-

This observation gives at once 

!El (; k(n-l)e: . 
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It is convenient to notice a~ if (n-1)£ ~ 0.1 for example (not a 

very restrictive condition) we have k) 1.0517 ..• , so we can safely 

assert that 

!El ~ ~.0G(n-1)£ . 

To follow a similar course with the new definition, we should 

note that there are (n-1) multiplications, and the relative errors 

are precisely additive. Hence 

rp((n-l)a.) (13) 

The comparison between the conventional (12) and the new (13) is of 

interest. We cannot assert that the latter presents a sharper bou nd; 

this may or may not be true, depending on the precise relat icnship 

between£ and a.. The advantage o f (13) lies in its simplicity, in 

the fact that we do not need to include a numerical factor slightly 

in excess of unity in order to achieve rigour. 

The more difficult operation cf extended addition may be analyzed 

in a similar fashion. Suppose we require to calculate 

n 
s 

n 
E aj, where the additions take place i~ the indicated order, 

j=l 

and where again each aj is a positive floating-point number. 

conventional treatment is clearly described by the equation 

The 

s 
r 

2,3, ... ,n. 

Here sr is the stored (rounded) version of sr, and s
1 

The 
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sequence of additions yields 

s2 (al +a2) (1+£2) 

s3 (al +a.2) (1+£2) (1+£3) + a3(1+£3) 

s al (l+nl) + a
2 

Cl+n
2

) + ... + a· (l+n ) 
n n n 

where l+Tll (1+£2) (l+E:3) (l+E:) 
n 

and l+n -- (l+E:r) (l+E:r+l) r 
(l+E: n), r = .2,3, ••• ,n. 

It therefore follows that 

and (1-£)n+l-r ~ 1 + 'lr ~ (l+E:)n+l-r, r = 2,3, .•• ,n, 

so that bounds for the various nr can be determined in the way that 

was used to find bounds for E in the case of multiplication. 

~with the new treatment we write 

s ~ s 
r r 

rp(~) 
r 

and note that ~l = O since s
1 

. Our result for addition gives 

- l;r-1 

l;r ln 
sr-le 

s 
r-1 

+ a 

at once 

+ 
ar ] 

r 
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or the dual form 

ln + a. • 

Repeated use of the latter gives 

s2 a , 

[ a 1 

s3 

(a
1

+a
2

)e + a
3

, 
ln 

al+a2+a3 j + a 

[ 20 a] 
ln 

(a
1

+a
2

)e +a
3

e 

al+a2+a3 , 

It may be noted that this makes it very clear that the ar should 

be added in increasing order of magnitude in order to keep the error 

bound i;;n to a minimwn. (Of course, the same observat:ion has been made 

on consideration of the conventional analysis.) 

It is easy to extend such results to cover the cases in which 

the elements aj are themselves appro~~imated by their stored versions 

aj. In particular, let 

The extended product a
1

a
2 
..• an is then represented to within a relative 
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precision given by 

This result remains valid if any of the multiplications is replaced 

by a division; that is,it holds for the precision of the stored 

version of 

±1 
a 

n 

An important special case is that of raising a number to a 

given integer power. 

n 
a 

This holds however the nth power is built up. If, for example, 

n = 2N for integer N, then a~ may be calculated by N successive 

squarings, and 

N N 
rp {(2 -l)a+2 a

1
} • 

It is tempting to believe that since this calculation involves only 
N 

N multiplications, then the result should be rp{Na + 2 a
1

}. However, 

the successive multiplications show an increasing relative error 

thus: 

rp{3a + 4a
1

} 
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and so on. 

ae ~ ae 
1 1 

Likewise, if the numbers aj are positive, their sum is repres

ented to rp(Xn) where 

As in the simple case of n = 2, we may usefully simplify this result 

when the precisions of the individual elements do not differ greatly. 

If we write max a.= a* , then 

X ~a*+ ln 
n 

J 

When aj = a* for all j, then of course equality holds in this 

expression, and no sharpness is lost. 

Evaluation of a polynomial 

As a final example of the application of the new definition of 

relative precision, we consider the evaluation of a polynomial with 

positive coefficients and positive argument. The example is the one 

that Wilkinson (1963) also used, the truncated exponential series. 

We now follow the build-up of relative error in this calculation 
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using the new definition. 

Let 

p 

Suppose our working precision. is rp(a). This implies that our 

argument twill generally be represented by t where 

t t rp(a) 

and that each arithmetic operation will be followed by a rounding 

operation to rp(a). We seek the relative precision of p, the resulting 

approximation top. 

The nesting procedure used to calculate pis defined as follows. 

Define the sequence {er} by 

Then 

C l 
n 

c · = !. c + l for r 
r-1 r r 

p Co 

n, n-1, ••• , 1. 

We must now follow the growth of rounding er~ors through this procedure. 

Let cr be represented by er where 

C 
r 

C 
r 
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Then 

rp (3a + f,; ) 
r 

and so, by the dual of the addition rule (7), 

ln 

ln 

{ 
tc 

' 
r 

re 
r-1 

tc 
r 

-r- exp (30'--i · f,;r) + 1 

tc 
__ r_ +l 

r 

tc 
[ axp (3a+f,;r) 

r -1 
re 

r-1 

3a +t,; r 

1- (3a +f,; r) 
+ a, 

+ O', 

'\ 

l +l I 

X X 
because ln(l+x) ~ x and e -1 ~ l-x for O ~ x < 1. 

+ a 

To deal effectively with this non-linear inequal ity it is 

convenient to introduce a constant~; it is any number which exceeds 

{1-(3a+f,; )}-l for all r. Then 
r 

We can easily show that er~ cr-l for all r. 

it follows that 

Then, since 

~r-1 ~ 1 + 4 [:K + ~2 + + (tK)n ] 
a r (r+l) • • · . r (r+l) •.. n ' 
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a nd i n particular 

so tK 
-- ~ 4e - 3 • 

a 

The refore we may conc lude 

p p 

We r ecall t h.?,t K must exceed {1- (3a.+l; 0 ) }-
1 , s i nce this exceeds 

{1-( Ja+s )}-l for any r > O. Thus K must satisfy 
r 

Given the wor king precision a. , a nd an interval in which t must lie, 

i t i s easy to fix ctn a c ceptable v alue for K. For example, if 

a ~ 10-S and t ~ 4 t hen K = 1.01 wi ll suffi ce. We can then assert 

p p rp {( 4el.Ol t_3) a} . 

CONCLUSION 

As w: h a ve said , t !-ds method of ana lys is r.,ay be applied to any 

si:?qu ence o f arithme tic operations, often with advantage. Nl"l new doors 

ar~ thereb 1 opened : any resul t t hat can be o b taine d h a s its e quivalent 

in the conventional a na l ysis. This whole s i:.udy is i n the nature of 

tidying-up. Wilkinson sho wed that a n orde rly discipline in error 

analysis was p o ssible and indeed nece ssary: t he new definition of 

r elati~e error under l i n e s his les son. 
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A PROBLEM IN NUMERICAL LINEAR ALGEBRA 

by 

J. H. Wilkinson 

1. INTRODUCTION 

W:ien a is a simple eigenval11e of A and y and x are corresponding 

left-hand and right-hand eigenvecto.rs with II xii 2 = U yll 2 = 1 then it is 

well-known that the sensitivity of a to perturbations in A is related 

to /
1
x, the cosine of the angle between these two vectors. Indeed 

-it can be shown quite rigorously that A+E:B has an eigenvalue a(£) 

which for sufficiently small£ can be expanded in a convergent power 

series, and that 

a(e:) (1.1) 

We may assume without loss of generality that ltBH2 = 1 and that 

y is scaled by a factor of modulus unity so that yHx is real and non

nega tive. (We shall do this from now on.) Hence ignoring £ 2 

la(£) - a I 

This bound may be attained by taking B ,. 
H 

y Bx 
n H 

y yx > 1. 

(1.2) 

yx
8 

since then 

(1.3) 

I denoted the quantity y
8

x bys, using the notations. for then such 
l. 

quantities associated with then eigenvalues of A (Wilkinson (1965)). 

Since sis required later in a different context we shall denote 

y
8

x by c which is in any case a more appropriate notation. 

The above result led me many years ago to conjecture that if c 
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is "small," the matrix A must be "close" to a matrix with an eigen

value of multiplicity at least two and in the intervening period 

attempts have been made t0 dress this somewhat vague conjecture in 

quantitive clothes. From now on we denote by ~(a) the set o f matrices 

having a as an eigenvalue of multiplicity at least two. 

2. MATRICES WIT~ MULTIPLE EIGENVALUES 

It is natural to start by attempting to characterize the set 

M(o,} in terms which are related to our objective. Unfortunately, 

algebraists are not directly concerned with our problem and it is 

not easy to ~~ack down an explicit statement o ~ the following theorem. 

Indeed the more modern the treatment the less likely is it to occur, 

if at all, in a rE•cognizable form. 

Theo:cem 1 

A necessary and sufficient condition for A to belong to M(a) is 

that there should exist a left-hand eigenvector y aria a right-hand 

eigenvector x associated with a such that yHx = 0. 

Proof 

Sufficient. Suppose 

H 
y A 

H 
CJ.y I Ax 

H 
ax, y x 0. (2.1) 

Since xis assumed to be a unit vector there exists a unitary P such 

that 

X (2. 2) 

where e 1 is the first colwan of the identity matrix . Hence 

n 



while 

T1 H 
(y- P) (P AP) 

H-~ 
ae1 , z A 

H 
a.z , 0 

a.e1, 

H 
y X 

H H y pp X 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

We shall repeatedly have occasion to partition a vector into 

its first component and the remaining vector of order n-1; for this 

we shall use the generic notation 

s = [ z11~
1

)] 

n-1 

The last equation in (2.5) therefore 9ives 

0 

and hence 

z = [ol z <
1 

> 1 • 

From the first equation in (2.5) A is 

[:t] 
78 

(2.6) 

(2. 7) 

(2 .8) 

expressible in the form 

(2.9) 

-
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!""""! 

and hence 

(2 .10) 

giving 

(1) H 
(z ) A1 (2.11) 

and showing that a is an eigenvalue -of A1. Now 

det (A··AI) (2.12) 

and hence the right-hand side of (2.12) is divisible by (a->..) 2 
, showing 

that A (and therefore A) belongs to M(a). 

Necessary 

We shall show that if A E M(a) and xis any right-hand eigenvector 

corresponding to a, there must be a left-hand eigenvector y corresponding 

to a such that yHx = o. 

Proof 

From the relation Ax 

a unitary P such that 

ax we conclude as before that there is 

ae1 , where x 
H 

PAP. (2.13) 

Hence again A is of the form given in (2.9). Since A(= M(a) so 

also do~s A and hence det. (A 1 ->..I) must be a multiple of (a-11). There 

is therefore a y(l) such that 

(2.14) 
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and writing 

y 

w,1 have 

-H~ y A 
~H C/.y 

From (2 .16) 

giving 

~H H ~ H 
(y P ) (PAP ) 

~H H CJ.y p 

Hen.:.-::! y Py is a left.-ha11d eigenvector of A and 

n 
y X 

~H H y p X o. 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

·,2.19) 

No t ice that in genera]_ there will be other left-hand eigenvectors 

of A corre sponding to a. which are not orthogonal to x, but if the 

left-h,:.nd eigenvector is unique t.hen it must necessarily be orthogonal 

tc x. 

3. HALF-WAY nOUSE 

We new turn t '.) the case when yH;,,:: = c ii:: "small." From Theorem 1 

we n:i;:.urally expect that, in some sense, A will be close to a ILatrix 

iu M(CL) and t'1at the "closeness" will be related 1:0 the "smallness" 

of c. r.:1. f':ct we have the following theorem which is more in the 

spirit cf numerical analysis. 
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Theorem 2 
H 

If Ax= ax, y A 

is a matrix A+E belonging to M(a) with 

II Ell 2 c min 
k 

2 ~ 
UA-kiff 2/(l-c) . 

c t:,en there 

Before proceeding to the proof notice t hat the case c = 0 is covered 

by Theorem 1 and gives E = O; the case c = 1 may be regarded as 

admissible since it effectively gives ll Ell 2 ~ 00 and is ·.:.he:::-efore 

obviously true. 

Proof 

and 

Writing x Pei where Pis unitary we have as in Theorem 1 

c gives 

H H 
C = .y pp X 

z8
, equation (3.3) impl i es- that 

Zl = C 

z = [clz( 1
)] where llz(

1
)il2 = (1-c 2 )1l 

!31 

( 3 . ~-) 

(3. 2) 

(3 . 3) 

(3 .4) 

(3.5) 



We may t her efor e pa rtition A as in (2.9) and (3.2) then gives 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Hence A1 + c z(
1
)b

8
/llz(

1 )11: - A. 1 + E1 (say) has a as an eigenvalue. 

The matrix 

[~] 
therefore belongs to M(a ) a nd the same i s true of PAP

8
. Writing 

we have 

IIEll 2 
~ 
~o · I EJ 2 

(1) 
cllbll 2 /llz 11 2 

H 
P _ A + E 

2 ~ 
e ll b ll 

2
/ (1-c ) 

(3 .8) 

(3.9) ' 

(3.10) 

Now since the vector b
8 

is a submatrix o f A-kl for any value of 

k we have 

llbll 2 , IIA- kill 2 , min IIA-ki ll 2 • 

k 
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In particular we have 

~ 2 ½ 
IIEll2, c11Alld(l-c 2 ) and UEll2, cllA- a.IOd(l-c) . D (.3 .1 2) 

Kahan in an unpublished paper has shown by an argument which 

is marginally different from the above that the second of the in

equalities may be replaced by the stronger result 

II Ell 2 ' c !I A-a. Ill 2 (3.13) 

though it does not appear to give the general result II Ell 2 , c mini! A- KIii 2, 

neither does it produce the result (3.10) with the factor (1-c2 )½ 

replaced by unity. From an aesthetic point of view l! E tt , ~IIA11 2 /(1-c 2 )½ 

is more pleasing than IIEII , cllA-aI11 2/(1-c 2 )½ since IIA-a,I!1
2 could be 

a good deal larger than IIAll 2 (it could, of course, be smaller) and a 

small relative pi':!rturbation in A itself is more in the spirit of the 

result. In fact (3.10) appears to be the really basic inequality and 

the replacement of llbll 2 by IIA-kill 2 somewhat reduces its force . When 

A is normal, for example , so is A and therefore bH = 0. Hence if c < 1 

and A is normal i.t must already belong to M(a). This is otherwise obvious 

since if simple eigenvalue and 
H 

1. passing a were a y = X C . . X X = Ir. 

from~bH2 to U A"-kIII 2 in Theorem 2 this result is lost. Our interest 

in the theorem is limited almost entirely to the case when c is small 

an,:1 the replacement of (1-c.2)½ by unity is therefore not of great 

significance. (We emphasize though that there is nothing in Theorem 2 

which requires c to be small.) 

4. APPROACHING PRACTICALITY 

Theorem 2 is not of immediate application in practice since we 

cannot compute exact eigenvalues or eigenvectors. Further when a 
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is an ill-conditioned eigenvalue ~he computed a, x and y may 

well be qu ite inaccurate even if a "stable" algorithm has been 

usad ; it is particularly unfortunate that a small c is generally 

associated with an ill-conditioned a . 

At first sight the situation looks far from promising. Could 

we not tind ourselves with computed pairs a and~ and a and y which 

are approximations to an a and an x and to the same a and a y, 

respec t ively, with a and a both very inaccurate and in any case 

substantially different from each other? Jmd how would we know that 

such an a and a "belonged to" the same a? If we we re to compute the 

left-hand and the right-hand eigenvectors by different algorithms 

o r even by the same algorithm but using diffe rent computers this 

almost c ertainly would be the situation. 

Before we can proceed any further we must look carefully at what 

we are likely to achieve in practice . Fortunately when we do so the 

situation looks more hopeful. If, for example, we use the QR algorithin 

to reduce A to triangular or quasi-triangular form', then the computed 

a, y and x satisfy the relations 

Ax - a x 

H 
y A 

H 
ay II sll 2 

1) (4.1) 

1) (4.2) 

whe~e for t-digit binary computation £1 and £2 satisfy relations of _ 

the kind 

(4 . 3) 
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where f(n) and g(n) are very modest functions of n which are not at 

all influenced by ill-condition of the eigenvalue . Notice that 1:he 

error analysis of the algorithm gives the sarce value of a in (4.1) 

and (4.2); these equations may be written in the forn 

·arid 

H 
ay 

-t 
E:1llrU2llxll2 'f(n)2 IIAll2 , 

-t 
£2llyll2llsll2 'g(n)2 IIAll2 

(4.4) 

(4. 5) 

(4 . 6 ) 

so that x and y are exact for (A+E) and (A+F) , respectively , ,.fr,ere E 

and F are relative perturbations in A of roughly t}1e ord~r of ,!ag::iit:c:d.; 

of noise level for the precision of computation. The bounds for tl.cse 

perturbations are in r,o way dependent on c er indeed on the absolute 

accuracy of a, x and y . -:;:>he only disturbing feature is that E aJ";d !" 

are different and hence x and y do r.ot :t.elong to exactly the same 

matrix. Fortunately this proves to be relativ~ly unimportant . 

If now x 

or 

Similarly 

Pe 1_ we have, as before, 

ae 1 where u 
H 

Pr. 
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H H H 
y P(P AP) - ay P 

H H 
az where z 

With our agreed notation 

H H 
y P, V 

I Z 

H 
s P. 

equation (4.8) implies that A may be partitioned in the form 

A 

while equating the last n-1 elements in (4.10) gives 

which we may write in the form 

where 

(i) H 
a(z ) 

L~t us now define the matrices Band Eby 
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(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 



--

(4 .16) 

It is clear from (4.14) that det(B-AI) has (a-A) 2 as a factor and 

hence •that BE M(a), and we have 

For Z1 we have 

H H H H 
C = y X y pp X z . e 1 Z1, 

and since bH is a submatrix of A-kl for any k 

n bil 2 , :I A-kIII 2 II A-·kIII 2 . 

Finally since B A+E belong to M(a) so does 

where 

II Ell 2 

~ H A+PEP A+E, 

11~112 , E1 + E2}<1-c
2

)~ + c min IIA-kIU2/(l-c
2)½ 

k 

(4 . 17 ) 

(4.18) 

(11 . 19) ' 

(4.20) 

(4 . 21) 

Clearly by interchanging the r;;les of y and x we could equally well 

obtain the result 

IIE»2 'E1/(!-c
2

)~ + E2 + c min IIA-kill 2/(l-c
2

)½ 
k 
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though this, of course, with a different E. Since we are mainly 

interes·ced in the case when l -c
2 

is close to unity such nuances are 

of little practical importance. 

Equation (4.21) is only marginally weaker than the r esult we 

had for exact a., x and y. In fact the addition of E: 1 .:!nd E: 2 to the 

bound is the very least tnat could be expected . :.:tis in-::eresti11g 

that our result is almost unimpaired by the fact that when c is sma)_l 

the computed a. , x and y may all be quite inacci.:rate! 

If we wish to be fastidious we should note that the computed c 

and the computed rands do not correspond exactly to the computed 

x and y and a. . However, the computed c will be the exact value of 

some y
8 

(x+ox) where ex is of the order of noi.se level for the 

co:nputing. Further the errors rr.ade in computing rands and in using 

x rathe:r than the (unknown!) x+ax, also contribute only at noise 

level . Hence all of these are also quite unimportant . 

! have given the analysis in the form in which I origi.nally 

developed it. However an alternative analysis which I developed 

subsequently is consideraoly simpler. We remarked earlier that 

a ~nd x were exact for some A+E and a and y were exact for some 

A+F . However it is possible to construct a perturbed matrix for 

which a, x and y are all exact. We observe first from (4.1) and 

(4 . 2J that 

i.e., the residuals are not completely independent. If we write 
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y (4 .2 4) 

then it is easy to see that the matrix 

A+K (4 . 25) 

is such that (A+K)x ax and yH (A+K) 

H K il 2 ~ E 1 + E 2 • (4 . 26) 

Theorem 2 may now be applied directly to the matrix A+K. 

5. THE PRACTICAL . APPROACH? 

The weakness of the analysis of the previous section is that it 

ignores an essential feature of the motivation for the original 

conjecture. My reasons for making it were 

0 then A has a multiple eigenvalue; 

(ii) if yHx = c is small then a is very sensitive to perturbations 

in A. 

As mentioned in the introduction a perturbation EB in A effect

ively produces a perturbation £y
8

Bx/c in a . I f for example we i:.ake 
i8 H 

B = e yx 

i8 
Ee /c 
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and by appropriate choice of 0 we can make the perturbation take 

any direction we choose in the complex plane. It is reasonable to 

expect that if we choose an appropriate ei
8

B then as E increases 

a will nave rapidly towards another 8 and that the smallest perturb

at ion wi_ll be required when we engineer things so that 8 is one of 

the close r eigenvalues . It is precisely because a small c permits 

a r apid rate of change in a that I expected a small perturbation to 

be capable of produc i ng the coalesc e nce of two eigenvalues a and 8 

and the above argumen t suggested heuristically that a perturbation 

of the order of magni tude of c (a - 8 ) would be adequate. 

Inde ed since it would often be true that as a and 8 move closer 

together , c would b e co~e smaller (remember that if the coalesced 

eigenval'..les correspond to a non-linear d i visor, c would have become 

z ero) one would expect the speed of a p proach of a and 8 to increase 

progressively and that often a perturbation of the order of magnitude 

of c (a-B)/4 (say) would suffice. Of course the above argument is 

incredibly woolly . The best strategy would not rl'ecessarily make a 

move tm-1ards the nearest eigenvalue and since this is true, what is 

the precise mechanism by which the preferred 8 is selected? 

Now in the analysis of the previous sections the priceless asset 

l"""I 

conferred by the mobili t y of a is recklessly squandered in pursuit of ,...., 

an attractive and rigorous a nalysis. Perturbations are chosen in a 

direction which leaves a stationary and it is the hapless 8 which has 

to make all the running. In fact in sections 3 and 4 we choose 

perturbations which not only leave a stationary but also x. 

In the circums tances it may appear somewhat surprising that via 
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such an approach we should nevertheless have deriVed a bound which 

tends to zero with c. The explanation provides further i ns ight into 

the conjecture. When a is very sensitive there must be at l eas t o n e 

other eigenvalue that is very sensitive. This follows s i nc e the sum 

of the eige nvalues is equal to the trace of A and obviously small 

perturbations in A produce a small cha nge in the tr a c e . At le3st 

one of the other eig envalues mus t b e changing fast "to k eep the sum 

correct!" Indeed if the re are only two sensitive e i genvalues the r a.id 

changes in them must be almost equal and opposite and by choosing the 

phase a ppropriately we can make t hem move towa r d s e ach ot:1er .1 It was 

these considerations tha t l e d me t o fee l that c (a - B)/4 , ~here 8 is 

some moderately close eigenvalue, the sensitivity of which is i n some 

way "related to" the sensitivity of a, would common ly give quite a 

good estimate. This is u s ually true in p ractice and t h is perturbation 

is generally much smaller tha n c tt A" z• 

So far no completely rigorous boundsbased on considerat ions of 

this type have been obtained. A more detailed p aper di scussing t his 

conjecture and the analogous results for the generali zed p~oblem 

Au= ABu is in preparation. 
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